THE    CRIMINALS    LIVE    NEXT    DOOR
to Moscow on holiday last year—I am now an employee
of the Construction Section of the Commissariat of the
Interior (the new name for the G.P.U.)—I was robbed of
1500 roubles myself in the underground. Do you believe
me now, when I say that I am a free man?5
I did.
Returning to the air base in the belief that we should be
leaving soon, I was met by a tall fellow with watery blue
eyes and a red beard. He lifted his cap, and said: 'Health
to you, Tovarick NatchalnikF (This means Comrade Chief,
and Is the usual way in which workers address their factor}7
managers.)
6 Tovarick Natchalnik\ he went on, 'please give me some
bread or cheese.5
CI am sorry8, I replied, SI am only a guest here, and I
have nothing to give you.*
£I am hungry, Tovarich Natchalnik. Please give me some-
thing to eat.5
'Who are you?   A kulak?'   He looked like a peasant.
'Yes, yes, a kulak, a poor peasant. I have been sent here,
I don't know why or what for.'
'And don't you work, so that you can earn money to buy
food?9
'Oh, but I can't work every day, Tovarich Natchalnik.
I must rest a little too, mustn't I?'
At that an administrator, who had overheard our conversa-
tion, approached us and said to my red-bearded kulak:
'Why do you lie to this citizen, Vladimir Stepanovitch?
Are you ashamed to have been a robber? Don't you realize
that criminals are really victims of the old capitalistic
society, whereas kulaks were its exponents?'
Vladimir Stepanovitch disappeared quickly.
An hour later I left. We circled over Dudinka and saw
the narrow track of the railway winding its way into the
tundra which it will open to the world. Will the work
also open the world once more to the convicts who are
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